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IN THE COURT OF THE CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE,
LAKHIMPUR, NORTH LAKHIMPUR, ASSAM

Present: Shri Narayan Kuri, AJS,
Chief Judicial Magistrate,
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur, Assam

G.R. 3010/2018
Under section 447/324/506/294 of the Indian Penal Code 

         State of Assam
         -Vs-

Sri Ananta Dutta
S/O: Late Bogamol Dutta
R/O: Korchan Deori Chuck
P/S: North Lakhimpur
District: Lakhimpur, Assam

                                                                     .…….. Accused person 

Date of framing charge : 02.03.2019

Dates of recording evidence of PWs : 10.04.2019, 09.05.2019,

  09.05.2019, 07.06.2019,

  01.08.2019

Statement u/s 313, Cr.P.C. recorded on : 07.08.2019

Date of argument : 21.08.2019

Date of judgment : 04.09.2019

Advocates appeared in the case:-

Sri Ajanta Sharma Baruah, Addl. P.P., for the State

Sri Sanjib Gogoi, Legal Aid Counsel, for the accused person

J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T

1. The factual matrix of the prosecution case in a short compass

can be laid to the effect that on 09.12.2018 informant Sri Bipul Dutta

lodged an FIR with the Officer-in-Charge of the North Lakhimpur Police

Station  alleging  that  at  about  3:30  PM on  the  same day  when  his

mother Smti. Padumi Dutta was harvesting paddy in the field situated

near  their  house,  accused Sri  Ananta  Dutta,  went  there  and for  no

reason assaulted her with a sharp weapon causing grievous injury on

her neck. His injured mother was admitted in the North Lakhimpur Civil
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Hospital for medical treatment. The accused person also rebuked the

mother  of  the  informant  uttering  slang  words  and  also  criminally

intimidated her by threatening her to take her life. Hence, the case.

2. After  receiving  the  ejahar,  the  Officer-in-charge  of  North

Lakhimpur Police Station registered a case vide North Lakhimpur Police

Station  Case  No.  1296/2018  under  section  447/326/506/294  of  the

Indian Penal Code and got the investigation into the case commenced.

During the course of  investigation,  the investigation officer arrested

accused Sri Ananta  Dutta and forwarded him to the Court. Thereafter,

the investigating officer, after completing the investigation, submitted

charge-sheet under section 447/324/506/294 of the Indian Penal Code

against accused person Sri Ananta Dutta to stand trial in the Court. As

the accused person stated that he has none to engage Advocate for

the purpose of this case as such vide order dated 12.12.2018 Sri Sanjib

Gogoi, the empaneled Legal Aid Counsel of the District Legal Services

Authority, Lakhimpur was appointed to represent his case. 

3. On receipt of the charge-sheet, cognizance of the offence under

section 447/324/506/294 of the Indian Penal Code was taken as per

section 190(1)(b) of the Code of Criminal Procedure. Necessary copies

were furnished to the accused person as per section 207 of the Code of

Criminal  Procedure  after  his  production  before  the  Court.  After

considering  the  materials  on  record  and  hearing  both  the  sides,

charges under section 447/324/506/294 of the Indian Penal Code were

framed in writing against the accused person. The charges were read

over and explained to the accused person to which he pleaded not

guilty and claimed to be tried.

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:

4. The  points  which  are  required  to  be  determined  for  a  just

decision of this case are as follows:

(i) Whether the accused person, at about 3:30 PM, on 09.12.2018,

at village Karchan Panitula Chuk, under North Lakhimpur Police Station,
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committed  criminal  trespass  by  entering  into  the  paddy  field  of

informant Sri Bipul Dutta with intent to commit an offence, and thereby

committed an offence punishable under section 447 of the Indian Penal

Code?

(ii) Whether the accused person, at about 3:30 PM, on 09.12.2018,

at village Karchan Panitula Chuk, under North Lakhimpur Police Station,

voluntarily caused hurt to Smti. Padumi Dutta, mother of informant Sri

Bipul  Dutta,  by means of  sharp weapon, and thereby committed an

offence punishable under section 324 of the Indian Penal Code?

(iii) Whether the accused person, at about 3:30 PM, on 09.12.2018,

at village Karchan Panitula Chuk, under North Lakhimpur Police Station,

committed criminal intimidation by threatening Smti. Padumi Dutta to

take  her  life,  and  thereby  committed  an  offence  punishable  under

section 506 of the Indian Penal Code?

(iv) Whether the accused person, at about 3:30 PM, on 09.12.2018,

at village Karchan Panitula Chuk, under North Lakhimpur Police Station,

uttered obscene words  to Smti.  Padumi  Dutta at  and around public

place, and thereby committed an offence punishable under section 294

of the Indian Penal Code?

5. During the trial, the prosecution examined as many as 9 (nine)

witnesses, namely, Sri Bipul Dutta (PW-1), Smti. Purnima Dutta (PW-2),

Smti.  Pinku  Borah  Dutta  (PW-3),  Dr.  Ratna  Borah  (PW-4),  Sri  Kamal

Dutta (PW-5), Smti. Padumi Dutta (PW-6), Smti. Putali Dutta (PW-7), Dr.

Dhurbajyoti  Buragohain  (PW-8),  SI  Debananda  Mahanta  (PW-9)  and

exhibited  5  (five)  documents  (Shown  in  the  Annexure  appended

below).  After  the  closure  of  the  prosecution  evidence  the  accused

person  was  examined  under  section  313  of  the  Code  of  Criminal

Procedure wherein he denied the incriminating materials put to him

from the evidence of the witnesses and declined to adduce evidence in

his defence.
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6. I  have heard the final  argument of  both sides and thereupon

come to the following finding: 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREFOR:

7. At the very outset it is essential to have a brief resume of the

version  of  the  witnesses  in  order  to  marshal  the  evidence  in  right

perspective in tandem with the points for discussion.

8. Let me set out the discussion with the testimony of the medical

officer.  PW-4 Dr. Ratna Borah, Medical Officer, has stated that at 4.50

PM on 09.12.2018, at the Casualty Department of the North Lakhimpur

Civil  Hospital  she  examined  one  Smti.  Padumi  Dutta,  wife  of  Sri

Gunaram Dutta, resident of village Karson Panitula Chuk, P.O. and P.S:

North Lakhimpur,  District:  Lakhimpur and found sharp cut wound of

size around 2½' x ½” x ½” over the postero lateral area of left side of

neck.  According  to  her  the  injury  was  fresh,  simple  in  nature  and

caused by sharp weapon. The case was admitted in female surgery

ward  and referred  to  M.O.  on  call  ENT Surgeon.  Ext-2  is  the  injury

certificate wherein Ext-2(1) is her signature. In his cross-examination,

she has clarified that  the exact timing of fresh injury may be one or

two hours as per medical jurisprudence. But she could  not ascertain

whether the sharp weapon used was heavy or light.

9. PW-8  Dr.  Dhurbajyoti  Buragohain,  Medical  Officer,  has  stated

that on 09.12.2018, he was on duty on call from the ENT side at North

Lakhimpur Civil  Hospital  and on that day, he also examined Padumi

Dutta who was admitted in female surgical ward following injury on the

neck  and  upon  examination  he  repaired  the  wound  of  the  patient.

According to  him the injury was on the postero lateral area of left side

of neck with size 2½” x ½” x ½”. He has also opined that the wound

was a simple sharp cutting wound and the patient was discharged on

request on 12.12.2018. Ext-2 is the injury certificate wherein Ext-2(2) is

his signature with seal. In his cross-examination, he has stated that he

could not say whether the weapon of assault was heavy or light but the

injury was fresh at the time of his examination.
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10. Thus  above  evidence  of  PW-4  Dr.Ratna  Borah  and  PW-8  Dr.

Borgohain reveals that at 4.50 PM on 9.12.2018 victim Smti Padumi

Dutta had fresh cut wound of  size around 2½' x ½” x ½” over the

postero lateral area of left side of neck and this injury was opined to

have been caused by a sharp weapon. Taking into view this assertion of

the medical officer, let me now go into the testimony of the witnesses

including that of the victim.

11. PW-6 Smti. Padumi Dutta, is the victim in this case and according

to her at the time of the occurrence she along with her daughter-in-law

Purni  Dutta (PW-2) and another lady were harvesting paddy in their

land which they had taken on mortgage from the accused. At that time,

the accused came there and  took out a 'dao' from his waist and gave a

'dao' blow to her as a result she sustained cut injury on her neck for

which she had to undergo medical treatment at hospital for 5/6 days.

Ten stitches each in the inside and outside of the cut injury of her head

were applied in the hospital. According to her, she has not recovered

from her injury yet fully. She does not know the reason for which the

accused gave the 'dao' blow to her. In her cross-examination, she has

stated that Khagen Dutta and Bipul Dutta (PW-1) are her sons. She has

clarified  that  the  accused  person  has  not  released  his  land  from

mortgage. The accused was harvesting paddy in the land which he had

been given on mortgage to  them. According to her,  at  the time of

occurrence her son Khagen Dutta  had gone for his 'hajira' (daily wage)

work.

12. As per the version of victim PW-6 Smti Padumi Dutta at the time

of the occurrence her daughter-in-law PW-2 Smti Purnima Dutta was

with her. PW-2 Smti. Purnima Dutta, has also asserted that at the time

of occurrence in the paddy field she along with victim Padumi Dutta

(PW-6)  and  her  sister-in-law  (husband's  brother's  wife)  Pinku  Borah

Dutta (PW-3) were harvesting crops in the land of the accused which

her mother-in-law had taken on mortgage from accused. The accused

had dealt a 'dao' blow in the neck of his mother-in-law Padumi Dutta

and fled away. Her mother-in-law fell down and became unconscious.
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Since there was no male member in the family at that time as such

they had lifted her mother-in-law and brought her to their house. Her

husband (PW-1 Bipul Dutta) had come to home on being informed and

thereafter  they  took  their  mother-in-law  to  the  hospital  where  ten

stitches each in the inside and outside of the cut injury were applied in

the hospital. In her cross-examination, she has stated that police had

examined her and her sister-in-law ('jah') Pinku Borah. The accused is

their neighbor but she does not know how the accused had sustained

injury.

13. The assertion of PW-2 Smti Purnima Dutta was supported by her

sister-in-law PW-3 Smti. Pinku Borah Dutta who was also present at the

paddy field at the time of the occurrence. She has asseverated that

they had been harvesting crops in the land of the accused which her

mother-in-law had taken on mortgage from accused, when the accused

had hacked in the neck of her mother-in-law with a 'dao' and fled away.

As a result of the assault her mother-in-law Padumi Dutta fell down and

became unconscious. Since, there was no male member in the family

at that time as such they lifted her mother-in-law and brought her to

their house. Her brother-in-law Bipul Dutta (PW-1) had come to home

on being informed and thereafter they took their mother-in-law to the

hospital. Her mother-in-law had not yet recovered from the injury fully.

In  her  cross-examination,  she  has  stated  that  Khagen  Dutta  is  her

husband. From their house after crossing three houses the house of

accused is situated. The police had examined her and her sister-in-law

('bou')  Purnima Dutta.  The police  did not examine the neighbouring

people. The accused is her neighbour and she does not know how the

accused sustained injury. 

14. PW-1 Sri Bipul Dutta, informant and also the son of victim Smti

Padumi Dutta (PW-6) has stated at the time of the occurrence he was in

the town for his 'hajira' (daily wage) work when he was being informed

over phone by his wife that accused Anata Dutta had cut his mother in

the  paddy  field.  He  immediately  went  to  the  house  and  found  his

mother unconscious and in critical condition with cut injuries  in the
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neck  of  his  mother.  Thereafter,  he  shifted  his  mother  to  North

Lakhimpur  Civil  Hospital  and  lodged an  ejahar  (Ext-1)  at  the police

station.  He  has  further  stated  that  after  15  (fifteen)  days  of  the

occurrence his mother regained her senses at North Lakhimpur Civil

Hospital  and on asking his  mother  told  him that  on the day of  the

occurrence while she was harvesting paddy in the land of the accused

which they took on 'adhi' (tenant sharing half crop) basis, the accused

went there and had altercation with her and thereafter gave 'dao' blow

on her head. According to her the medical treatment of his mother has

still  been going on and she has not completely recovered from her

injury.  In  his  cross-examination,  he  has  stated  that  he  was  not

examined by the police.

15. PW-5 Sri Kamal Dutta, son of the informant, has stated that on

returning from school  his  mother  told him that  the accused cut  his

grandmother by a 'khamti dao' for which his grandmother sustained

injury  on  her  neck  and  she  had  undergone  medical  treatment  at

Chaboti Hospital. He put his signature Ext-3(1) in the seizure list Ext-3

as asked by the police. He recognized Material Ext-1  'dao' as the one

which was seized by the police on being handed over by his mother

and at the time of seizing it was smeared with blood stains. He put his

signature  in  Ext-3  Seizure  List  in  their  house.  He  did  not  see  the

fighting  when  it  had  been  taking  place.  He  has  clarified  that  his

grandmother had taken the land of the accused on mortgage. He does

not know how the accused sustained injury.

16. PW-7 Smti.  Putali  Dutta,  relative of  informant and victim,  has

stated that on the day of occurrence in the evening time she came to

know from the nearby people that the accused had cut his aunt Padumi

while she was harvesting paddy. She also heard that the accused had

given his cultivable land on mortgage to Padumi. She was present in

the house of informant when the 'dao' was seized by the police. In Ext-

3 seizure list, Ext-3(2) is her signature and Material Ext-1 is the said

seized 'dao'. In her cross-examination, she has stated that Puni Dutta

had handed over the 'dao' to the police from inside of her house. She
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however,  could  not  say how many 'dao'  was there in  the house of

informant  Bipul  Dutta  and  who  was  the  owner  of  the  said  'dao'.

According to him at the time of occurrence, Khagen and Bipul were not

present  at  the  place  of  occurrence,  they had gone for  their  'hajira'

(daily wage) work.     

17. PW-9 SI Debananda Mahanta, Investigating Officer, has stated

that  during  the  course  of  investigation,  he  examined  informant  Sri

Bipul Dutta at the police station itself and recorded his statement. In

the mean time, injured Padumi Dutta had already been admitted in the

North  Lakhimpur  Civil  Hospital  for  her  medical  examination.  He

proceeded to the place of the occurrence and inspected the same and

prepared a rough sketch map of the place of the occurrence and also

examined the witnesses found at and around the place of occurrence.

Ext-4 is the sketch map of the place of the occurrence wherein Ext-4(1)

is  his  signature.  Thereafter,  he  visited  the  North  Lakhimpur  Civil

Hospital but could not examine the injured as she was in unconscious

condition. He searched for accused Ananta Dutta and upon finding him

he arrested him and after interrogating him he sent him to the North

Lakhimpur  Civil  Hospital  for  his  medical  examination  as  he  had

sustained minor injury and thereafter he was forwarded to the Hon'ble

Court. He examined injured Padumi Dutta and recorded her statement.

He seized a 'dao' on being handed over to him by the family members

of  the  informant.  Ext-3  is  the  seizure  list  wherein  Ext-3(3)  is  his

signature. He has confirmed that the Material Ext-1 is the  seized 'dao'

which was shown to him in the Court on the date of his deposition

(01.08.2019). Thereafter, he collected the medical examination report

of  the  injured.  On  completion  of  his  investigation,  having  found

sufficient  incriminating  materials  against  accused  Ananta  Dutta  he

submitted charge-sheet against him under section 447/324/506/294 of

the Indian Penal Code. Ext-5 is the charge-sheet wherein Ext-5(1) is his

signature.  In  his  cross-examination,  he  has  stated  that  he  seized

Material Ext-1 ('dao') was handed over to him by Purnima Dutta but he

did not take her signature in the seizure list Ext-3. Purnina Dutta is the

wife of informant Bipul Dutta. He has confirmed that accused also had
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sustained multiples injuries. He has admitted to have not enclosed the

extract copy of the G.D. Entry with the charge-sheet. 

APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCE

18. Thus, the testimony of the above witnesses reflects that victim

PW-6 Smti Padumi Dutta accompanied by her two daughters-in-law PW-

2 Smti Purnima Das and PW-3 Smti Pinku Bora had been harvesting

crops in the land of  accused which PW-6 Padumi Das had taken on

mortgage from accused. All these three witnesses have corroborated

each other that when they had been harvesting the crops at that time

suddenly  accused  Ananta  Dutta  appeared  there  and  after  a  brief

altercation had dealt a dao-blow to PW-6 Padumi Dutta resulting in cut

injuries in her neck. The Ext. 2 Injury Report also confirms injury in the

neck region. Thereupon PW-2 Smti Purnima Dutta informed the matter

to her husband i.e. informant PW-1 Bipul Dutta who was working in the

Town and after getting the information he had returned home and took

his mother to the hospital. The witnesses have given a vivid picture of

the occurrence with proper sequence. The only defect that has come

up during the defence argument is  that Material  Exhibit-1 Dao with

which allegedly the accused had hacked the victim was seized on being

produced by PW-2 Purnima Dutta but the I/O PW-9 has admitted to

have not obtained the signature of Purnima Dutta in the seizure list.

But  given  the sequence with  which the event  was  unfolded  by  the

witnesses makes no room for doubt  in  the prosecution case as the

depositions are cogent, convincing and corroborative to each other and

points to the fact that it was accused Ananta Dutta who had dealt the

dao blow in the neck of victim Padumi Dutta. Having impeccable proof

that accused had caused hurt to Padumi Dutta with a dao, and in such

setting  non-putting  of  signature  by  PW-2  Purnima  Dutta  in  my

reasonable opinion does not corrode the prosecution case, more so,

when  seizure  witness  PW-5  Kamal  Dutta  and  PW-7  Putali  Dutta

confirmed that Material Ext.1 is the said dao which was seized from the

house of informant.
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19. To perorate, I am of the irrefragable opinion that the prosecution

has able to prove beyond all reasonable doubt the fact that accused

Ananta Dutta had appeared at the place of the occurrence paddy field

and hacked Smti  Padumi Dutta with a dao which is a sharp cutting

object and as such, I hereby hold that the prosecution has able to bring

home the charge under section 324 of the Indian Penal Code against

the accused person and he is accordingly stands convicted under this

section  of  law.  Accordingly,  the  second  point  for  determination  is

decided in affirmative in favour of the prosecution.

20. The evidence of informant PW-1 Bipul Dutta, victim PW-6 Padumi

Dutta and her two daughters-in-law namely PW-2 Smti Purnima Duttta

and  PW-3  Smti  Pinku  Dutta  have  cogently  deposed  that  the  place

where the incident took place although belongs to accused but PW-6

Padumi Dutta had taken it on mortgage from accused who had failed to

release it. The accused had not controverted this point during the trial.

As such, I am of the conclusive opinion that the victim was in absolute

possession  of  the  land  where  the  occurrence  took  place  and  since

accused after entering the land had committed an offence as such the

offence under section 447 IPC stands proved against accused and as

such he is convicted under section 447 of the IPC. Consequently, the

first point for determination is also decided in affirmative in favour of

the prosecution.

21. Besides  this  there  is  not  an  iota  of  evidence  to  show  that

accused had used any obscene utterance to victim or to her daughters-

in-law to their annoyance or otherwise. There is also not a semblance

of  evidence  to  show that  the  accused had passed any intimidating

remarks against  the victim or  her  family members.  So,  I  am of  the

reasonable  opinion  that  the  prosecution  has  failed  to  prove  the

accusation  under  section  294/506 of  the  Indian  Penal  Code against

accused and as such the third and fourth point for determination are

decided in negative against the prosecution.
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DISCUSSION ON RELEASE OF CONVICT ON PROBATION:

22. The facts enumerated as above has clearly established a fact

that when victim Smti Padumi Dutta, a sixty years old lady had been

harvesting the land she had taken from convict on mortgage the latter

had  assaulted  her  with  a  dao  unprovoked.  This  itself  reflects  that

convict  has little  respect  for  old  aged person that  too belonging to

feminine gender. It  has also revealed in evidence that he has come

prepared as the dao was concealed in his waist. Thus, it has proved

that convict does not possess respect for women nor for law, and in

such circumstances granting probation to him under section 3 or 4 of

the Probation of Offenders Act,1958 would amount to giving impetus to

his criminal tendencies. On this count, I hereby decided not to grant to

benefit of probation to convict.

SENTENCE HEARING:

23. Convict Ananta Dutta is heard on the point of sentence in which

he has stated that he has wife and three children of which two are

daughters and he has been the sole bread-winner of his family and

earning livelihood by doing cultivation, so he apprehends that keeping

him in jail would cause starvation to his family members.

24. I have heard Ld. Addl. P.P. and Ld. Defence Counsel on the point

of sentence. The convict has hearing impairment which is visible during

his  appearance  in  the  court.  Convict  Ananta  Dutta  hails  from  a

financially  backward  family  and  has  three  children  to  maintain.

Considering all these aspects as well as the gravity of the offence, I

hereby pass the following sentence which in my opinion will serve the

ends of justice.  

O R D E R

25. In view of the above discussion, I hereby found accused Ananta

Dutta guilty of the offence under section 447/324 of the Indian Penal

Code and accordingly stands convicted under the aforesaid section of
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law. He is however, acquitted of the charge under section 294/506 of

the Indian Penal Code. Convict shall undergo sentence as follows:

U/s  447  of  the  India  Penal  Code: Convict  shall  suffer  rigorous

imprisonment for 3(three) months with fine of  Rs.500/-  (Rupees five

hundred only)  in  default  of  payment of  fine he shall  suffer rigorous

imprisonment for 1(one) week.

U/s  324  of  the  India  Penal  Code: Convict  shall  suffer  rigorous

imprisonment  for  1(one)  year  and  fine  of  Rs.5000/-  (Rupees  five

thousand only) in default of payment of fine he shall suffer rigorous

imprisonment for 2(two) months.

26. Both the sentences shall run consecutively. The amount of fine if

so realized be paid in full to victim Smti Padumi Dutta. The period of

detention  already  undergone  by  convict  shall  be  set  off  from  the

substantive period of sentence.  

27. Seized article be disposed of in due course as per law.

28. Convict is already in detention. Furnish a copy of the judgment

free of cost to convict Sri Ananta Dutta.

29. Judgment  is  delivered  and the  operative  part  of  the  same is

pronounced in the open Court on this the 4th day of September, 2019.  

                                                            

         (Shri Narayan Kuri)
                  Chief Judicial Magistrate,

                          Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur

Dictated and Corrected by me:

  (Shri Narayan Kuri)
 Chief Judicial Magistrate,                       
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur   …...... Contd. (Appendix)
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A  P  P  E  N  D  I  X

WITNESSES FROM THE PROSECUTION SIDE

Sri Bipul Dutta (PW-1)

Smti. Purnima Dutta (PW-2) 

Smti. Pinku Borah Dutta (PW-3)

Dr. Ratna Borah (PW-4)

Sri Kamal Dutta (PW-5) 

Smti. Padumi Dutta (PW-6)

Smti. Putali Dutta (PW-7) 

Dr. Dhurbajyoti Buragohain (PW-8)

SI Debananda Mahanta (PW-9)

PROSECUTION EXHIBIT

Ejahar (Ext-1)

Injury certificate (Ext-2)

Seizure list (Ext-3)

Sketch-map (Ext-4)

Charge-sheet (Ext-5)

Material Ext-1 is the seized 'dao'

WITNESSES FROM THE DEFENCE SIDE

Nil

DEFENCE EXHIBIT

Nil 

                                         
          (Shri Narayan Kuri)

                  Chief Judicial Magistrate,
                                     Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur

                  Transcribed and typed by me:
Narayan Chetri, Stenographer      
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